Pulmonary, Critical Care and Sleep Medicine Grand Rounds

Presented by: Department of Internal Medicine, Section of Pulmonary, Critical Care and Sleep Medicine

Capacity-Building in Resource-Variable Settings: Critical Care Beyond Our Border

10/12/2022 3:00 PM – 4:00 PM EDT | Online / Fitkin Amphitheatre

Yale Pulmonary, Critical Care & Sleep Medicine Grand Rounds is a weekly conference focused on educating physicians, nurses, researchers, and students about the field of pulmonary and critical care medicine.

Stella Savarimuthu, MD
Fellow of Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine
Section of Pulmonary, Critical Care and Sleep Medicine
Department of Internal Medicine
Yale School of Medicine

Moderator: Mark Siegel, MD

Program Goal:
1. Review the epidemiology of critical care illness within resource-limited settings
2. Discuss areas of need and innovation within critical care in resource-limited settings
3. Recognize and discuss opportunities for improvement in the care of critically ill patients globally

Target Audience: Critical Care Medicine, Sleep Medicine, Pulmonology Medicine
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Mitigation of Financial Relationships Statement: Yale CME adheres to the ACCME’s Standards for Integrity and Independence in Accredited Continuing Education. Any individuals in a position to control the content of a CE activity, including faculty, planners, reviewers, or others are required to disclose all relevant financial relationships with ineligible entities (commercial interests). All relevant conflicts of interest have been mitigated prior to the commencement of the activity.

Accreditation Statement: Yale School of Medicine is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

Designation Statement: Yale School of Medicine designates this Live Activity for a maximum of 1.00 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™. Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

For questions and meeting link, please email yalepccsm.grandrounds@yale.edu